Acceptability of community-based adherence clubs among health facility staff in South Africa: a qualitative study
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Background: Patient retention in care for HIV/AIDS is a critical challenge for antiretroviral treatment programs. Community-based adherence programs (CBAPs) as compared to health care facility-based adherence programs have been considered as one of the options to provide treatment maintenance support for groups of patients on antiretroviral therapy. Such an approach provides a way of enhancing self-management of the patient’s condition. In addition, CBAPs have been implemented to support antiretroviral treatment expansion in resource-limited settings. CBAPs involve 30 patients that are allocated to a group and meet at either a facility or a community venue for less than an hour every 2 or 3 months depending on the supply of medication. Our study aimed to establish perceived challenges in moving adherence clubs from health facilities to communities.

Methods: A qualitative study was conducted in 39 clinics in Mpumalanga and Gauteng Provinces in South Africa between December 2015 and January 2016. Purposive sampling method was used to identify nurses, club managers, data capturers, pharmacists and pharmacy assistants who had been involved in facility-based treatment adherence clubs. Key-informant interviews were conducted. Also, semi-structured interviews were used and thematic content analysis was done.

Results: A total of 53 health care workers, 12 (22.6%) males and 41 (77.4%) females, participated in the study. Most of them 49 (92.5%) indicated that participating in community adherence clubs were a good idea. Reduction in waiting time at the health facilities, in defaulter rate, improvement in adherence to treatment as well as reduction in stigma were some of the perceived benefits. However, security of medication, storage conditions and transportation of the prepacked medication to the distribution sites were the areas of concern.

Conclusion: Health care workers were agreeable to idea of the moving adherence clubs from health facilities to communities. Although some challenges were identified, these could be addressed by the key stakeholders. However, government and nongovernmental organizations need to exercise caution when transitioning to community-based adherence clubs.
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care worker (CHW)-facilitated model of care to increases awareness and understanding about self-management of individual patients’ conditions. For purposes of this study, the term “adherence clubs”, also known as ART treatment clubs, clubs, community-based adherence groups, community-based adherence support and cohorts, will be used. Despite the high ART retention in formal health care facilities, many HIV-positive people struggle with frequent appointments to health care facilities and may drop out of care entirely. In addition, high treatment-related costs for ART, shortage of professional health care workers and lack of access to high quality care compromise the ability of patients to receive HIV treatment in resource-limited regions. However, data are limited regarding the effectiveness of different intervention strategies that promote retention in care especially in the South African context. ART has modified the natural history of HIV infection turning it into a chronic infection requiring long-term clinical management. As such adherence clubs are designed to support the management of HIV infection and other chronic diseases.

Adherence clubs are a club comprising between 25 and 30 patients who meet every 2 months led by a CHW, lay counselor or peer educators. The program entails a group counseling session (such as safe conception, importance of retention, etc.), distribution of prepacked ART medication at a central pharmacy and a brief symptom screening which is all to be completed in 60 minutes. A clinic consultation led by a nurse occurs twice every year and is repeated annually. With regard to ART medication, patients are required to pick up their prepacked ART medication every 2 months at the community-based adherence club visits.

The main concept of community-based adherence clubs is to support clinically “stable” patients who have been on ART for >12 months. This was a way to decongest facilities by shifting ART medication collections and consultations to clubs. Furthermore, patients who have had consecutive two undetectable viral loads with viral load measurement done after 6 months of treatment initiation and did not have frequent follow-up visits due to medical conditions were considered eligible to attend the program. Patients attending clinical consultations who met the criteria for adherence clubs support were referred to join the adherence clubs program.

The adherence clubs strategy and the group-based model of care have shown potential benefits associated with reduced loss to follow-up of patients on ART, decline in mortality as well as improved viral suppression. Recent studies have reported that the main benefits of rapid ART provision and community-based adherence clubs are the reduction in time taken to access medication and cost saving on transportation associated with frequent clinic visits. Furthermore, there was no difference in mortality among those who were attending adherence clubs 4.9% versus 6.3%, respectively. This was due to patients having an improved knowledge about HIV/AIDS, thus providing an opportunity for patients to overcome stigma and denial after a clear understanding of the relevance of treatment adherence.

Despite success reported, one of the key obstacles in the implementation of adherence clubs programs is the need to have a reliable and steady supply of medications. For example, the Ministry of Health in Malawi experienced temporary drug “stock out”. This scenario led to a decline in a number of patients enrolling in the adherence club programs. As such, this requires the close cooperation of the Ministry of Health due to the issue that they will have to consider the community-based adherence program in their wage bill envelopes with other existing programs that face remuneration difficulties. This includes the costs of maintaining community venues for the adherence clubs as well as transportation costs of materials for the clubs. To expand an effective health care program, patients and health care professionals need to change their mindset and adapt to the management of disease outside of traditional model of clinical care.

Recent studies have focused on the health care facility benefits, the improved clinical outcomes and other patient benefits of implementing adherence clubs and group-based models of care. Potential confounders that would mask the effect of adherence clubs have been highlighted as patient’s preferences to enroll in the clubs are based on the availability of the clubs. However, implementation of a transition to communities is contingent on engaging with health facility staff so as to overcome challenges that would impede implementation of the community-based adherence clubs. A previous study that used routine data from Malawi, South Africa, DRC and Mozambique on community-supported models showed that ART delivery is context specific. It is also dependent on a number of factors such as the extent of service decentralization, task shifting, HIV prevalence, the availability of safe and simple ART regimens, health care services capacity and regulatory or logistical constraints to ART delivery.

Another study conducted in Mozambique identified the limited access to community ART groups as a threat to the national rollout of the community-based adherence
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The participants were asked questions regarding the idea of transitioning adherence clubs from the health facilities to the communities. In addition, the research assistants probed details about the reasons surrounding the agreement or disagreement with the suggested transition of adherence clubs to communities.

Methods

Study design
This was a qualitative exploratory study using in-depth interviews. The use of in-depth interviews has been shown to be effective in collecting information about how health care workers would like community-based clubs to be implemented in their settings. The study also explored possible challenges in transitioning from health facility-based adherence clubs to community-based adherence clubs among health workers that were involved in the operations of adherence clubs. Participants freely expressed their opinions on the implementation of community-based adherence clubs.

Study setting
This study was conducted in 39 health facilities in two provinces in South Africa. A total of 13 facilities were in Ehlanzeni District, Mpumalanga Province; 10 health facilities were in the Johannesburg Health District and 16 health facilities in the City of Ekurhuleni, Gauteng Province. The selection of the health facilities was based on the fact that these facilities were already implementing health facility-based adherence clubs.

Data collection
Data were collected using a paper-based open-ended questionnaire and were entered into a data collection system designed on personal computers. Two research assistants with experience in conducting qualitative interviews visited 39 health facilities and conducted one-on-one interviews with study participants. Prior to data collection, a program was drawn up and potential participants were notified of the dates and times when the interviews were scheduled to take place. Data collectors were trained in interviewing skills and piloted the questionnaire by conducting six interviews with individual members of the team to assess user-friendliness of the designed data collection tool. Observed limitations with the questionnaire were modified accordingly prior to the main study. This exercise improved the quality of the designed data collection instrument as well as interviewing skills.

Key informant interviews
The participants were asked questions regarding the idea of transitioning adherence clubs from the health facilities to the communities. The questionnaires were reviewed and coded for unifying ideas by three of the authors to ensure reliability and trustworthiness of the data. In situations where there were observed disagreements in the creation of themes, a vote was taken. Content analysis was used to analyze the data which entailed the reading and texts reviewing of the entire interview. This was to ensure that meaningful units were identified which were condensed into categories and themes based on a priori formulated themes: 1) patient benefits, 2) health system benefits and 3) other emerging themes and subthemes that emerged from the interviews.

Recruitment of participants
Health facilities that were implementing health facility-based adherence clubs supported by Community AIDS Response (CARe) were selected. CARe is a regional nongovernmental organization supporting HIV prevention, treatment and care and support programs in communities and health facilities. The selected facilities have been supported by CARe to implement the health facility-based adherence clubs for 22 months. Since the program was implemented in the year 2014, all study participants were involved in the process of conceptualization and implementation of the health facility-based adherence clubs. Study participants were purposively selected so as to ensure representation of the different categories of health facility staff who were directly involved in the health facility-based adherence clubs.

The study participants included a pharmacist, a pharmacy assistant, a data capturer, a sister-in-charge, a club manager and a club sister. Within the clubs, the club manager or club sister was responsible for the day-to-day operations of the adherence clubs. Other responsibilities included supervising the patients during their visits for blood tests, clinical consultations, the signing of files and completion of prescription scripts for patient’s medication.

The pharmacists and pharmacist assistants were responsible for ensuring that patients receive their prepacked medication. In some health facilities, nurses prepacked the medication. The sister-in-charge had the role of ensuring that the adherence club program is successfully implemented in the health facility. All study participants were appropriately exposed to adherence clubs and served as key informants’ of the study.

Data analysis and management
The questionnaires were reviewed and coded for unifying ideas by three of the authors to ensure reliability and trustworthiness of the data. In situations where there were observed disagreements in the creation of themes, a vote was taken. Content analysis was used to analyze the data which entailed the reading and texts reviewing of the entire interview. This was to ensure that meaningful units were identified which were condensed into categories and themes based on a priori formulated themes: 1) patient benefits, 2) health system benefits and 3) other emerging themes and subthemes that emerged from the interviews.
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Results
A total of 53 health care workers were interviewed, and of these participants, 12 (22.6%) were males. Most of the participants 49 (92.5%) were in favor of bringing community-based adherence clubs to the communities as they thought this would increase accessibility of the services but also will be more acceptable as community members would view the program as part of their own.

Acceptability of community-based health clubs
The participants indicated that community-based clubs would be favorable to both the patients and the health care workers as the program will help to reduce the waiting time to collect medication and provide a platform more convenient to pick up medications. This will eventually support patients’ compliance to medication, thus reducing the rate of treatment default.

The participants also indicated that the implementation of the community-based adherence clubs would help to reduce the waiting time to collect medication and provide a platform more convenient to pick up medications. This will eventually support patients’ compliance to medication, thus reducing the rate of treatment default.

The participants alluded to the fact that the patients were receiving their medication at a convenient place and that environment alone would enhance their will power to adhere to their medication. The participants showed that there is a relationship between the proximity of the pickup place and the patients’ adherence to medication.

We have grouped the key findings into “proponents” and “antagonist” of the transition from facility- to community-based adherence clubs. The proponent group is further divided into “patient benefits” and “health system benefits” with specifically identified themes.

Proponents for establishing community-based adherence clubs
In support of establishing community-based adherence clubs, participants who supported this shift provided the following reasons in support of this change.

Patient benefits
The benefits that can be attributed to community-based adherence clubs fall under the following themes: reduction in waiting time, convenience, reduction in defaulter rate, improvement in adherence, and finally reduction in stigma level.

Reduction in waiting time
The participants were quick to say that the implementation of the community-based adherence clubs would reduce the waiting times in the health facilities as patients will not have to stand in the long queues waiting to pick up their medication. This could eventually improve patient satisfaction in health care services. One sister-in-charge indicated that:

The patients that have been attending the clinic for a long time have expectations. One of those expectations is that they want to be reviewed immediately and go back home or work. Community-based clubs will be able to fulfil this expectation.

A Club Manager in one of the clinics highlighted that if the systems and strategies that were being implemented improved the smooth running of the adherence clubs at the community level. The initiative of transitioning adherence clubs to the communities will lead to a reduction in several people attending public health care facilities. The manager said that:

Should the programme have ideal systems and strategies in place, community-based clubs would certainly be a good idea for our facilities as it will assist in reducing the queues.

Convenience
Participants reiterated that community-based adherence clubs will be convenient to patients with regard to the reduction in waiting times.

Yes, community-based adherence clubs are a good idea because most patients do not like to come to the clinic as they wait for a long time before they are attended to. The clubs will help to reduce patients waiting time and allow for easy access to medication. (Sister-in-charge)

The participants alluded to the fact that the patients were receiving their medication at a convenient place and that environment alone would enhance their will power to adhere to their medication. The participants showed that there is a relationship between the proximity of the pickup place and the patients’ adherence to medication.
point and the levels of adherence to the medication. Among the participants, one was quoted saying:

I believe that if chronic patients are in communities and not within the health facility they may be more compliant with their medication because the community-based clubs will be more convenient for them. Such programmes will also help to reduce our workload as health facility staff. (Club nurse)

Some participants indicated that the convenience of picking medication from the community-based adherence clubs will lead to a reduction in the numbers of club members sending their friends and family members to pick up the medication. A pharmacist and sister-in-charge in two distinct facilities gave the following account:

Patients won’t default as often and it will assist patients to access services more conveniently. HIV and AIDS patients will also stop sending their friends as they will come and collect their own medication personally. (Pharmacist)

Yes, community-based adherence clubs would be a good idea as the clubs will encourage clients to honour their appointments without any complaints. (Sister-in-charge)

The convenience of the pickup point was also linked to the fact that it will reduce the financial constraints associated with travel to the health facilities. The patients will have the opportunity to pick up their medication from a walking distance to the community-based adherence club sites, which are in close proximity to the patient’s place of residence.

Yes, community-based adherence clubs are a good idea as they will help reduce financial constraints that patients have and they will provide easier access to medication. (Club nurse)

Patient empowerment and self-management
The participants also associated the formation of the community-based adherence clubs with the ease of formation of community-based patient support structures in the form of support groups. One of the Club Nurses indicated the following:

Yes, community-based adherence clubs are a good idea. It becomes easy to form support groups outside a clinic. Patients will also be able to empower themselves and they will have easy access to treatment. (Club nurse)

Reduce stigma
The participants highlighted that the implementation of community-based adherence clubs will translate to a reduction in stigma levels and a reduction in fear to pick up medication among patients. Some participants explained the situation as:

It is common that ART patients, men especially, fear attending the health facility for their ART treatment and consultations as they feel there is the stigma associated with being HIV-positive. Perhaps a community-based environment would be much friendlier for clients. (Sister-in-charge)

Yes, community-based clubs would be a good idea. It will help us to avoid the issue of stigma because some patients are still uncomfortable in coming to the clinic to collect their medication. (Data capturer)

Health system benefits
The second broad category of benefits stated by participants who were in support of the idea to implement community-based adherence clubs was a health system benefit.

Decongestion of health facilities
Most of the participants 38 (72%) indicated that there are a growing number of patients receiving health services from the clinic yet the facilities are not expanding in size. This emphasizes the fact that there has been an increase in clinic congestion. The implementation of community-based clubs was highlighted as a strategy that will translate to alleviating the space constraints and crowding, as clinically stable patients will collect their medication from the community.

Yes, community-based clubs would be a good idea. Our clinic is overcrowded and we have no capacity to extend it. It is not necessary for stable patients to go to the clinic every month. (Sister-in-charge)

Yes, community-based clubs would be a good idea. We have space constraints in the health facility. (Club sister)

One of the sisters in charge linked the decongestion of the health facilities to a reduction in the waiting time as patients will spend less time on the day they are collecting their repeat scripts.

Community clubs are a good idea because they will help to avoid overcrowding and reduce patient waiting times. Additionally, this will address the shortage of staff and the issue of stigma among HIV/AIDS patients. (Sister-in-charge)

Alleviate staff shortages and workload
The changeover to implement adherence clubs in communities was also viewed as a strategy that will translate
to a reduction in the workload for the few clinical staff in a growing health system. This will also translate to a reduction in workload, which could improve the quality of services received at the health facility. These participants indicated that this will also lead to nurses getting more time to focus on currently clinical unstable patients.

Yes, community clubs are a good idea. If stable patients move to the community, nurses can be in a better position to extend their services to those patients that are not stable and initiate new clients on ARVs. (Sister-in-charge)

I think community clubs are a good idea because it would help to reduce the workload of nurses and also benefit patients in terms of travelling. (Club sister)

**Antagonist of establishing community-based adherence clubs**

In contrast, some of the participants indicated that the implementation of community-based adherence clubs was not a great idea. Most of the pharmacy personnel expressed concerns in the implementation of the adherence clubs at a community level.

The concerns of individuals who do not favor the implementation of the community-based adherence clubs were categorized as logistical and patient based. The logistical problems were the security of the areas where medication will be distributed, storage conditions of the medication and transportation of the prepacked medication to the distribution sites.

**Logistical challenges**

**Security and storage**

In general, pharmacist raised concerns on the implementation of community-based adherence clubs. Some of the participants indicated that security and storage of medication is a priority. One pharmacist responded:

No, I do not think that moving adherence clubs to the community is a good idea due to the concerns I have surrounding the security and storage of medication at a community-based venue. (Pharmacist assistant)

Some of the pharmacy personnel also raised concern on the transportation of the medication from the health facility to the community venue.

No, I would be worried about how medication would move to the club venue and how uncollected medication will return back to the health facility as security is very important. (Pharmacist)

**Stigma and discrimination**

Some of the participants 19 (36%) indicated that the timing to implement community-based adherence clubs will not be ideal as most of the patients that are enrolled in the adherence clubs are largely on ART. Furthermore, participants have mentioned that the community-based adherence clubs will end up being stigmatized or associated with people that are HIV positive. They recommended that the adherence clubs must be implemented in the health facilities until such a time when other chronic patients with diabetes and/or hypertension are picking their medication from the adherence clubs. One of the pharmacists indicated the following:

No, I do not think that moving adherence clubs to the community is a good idea because there is a stigma in ART patients. Patients felt that you (health workers) are discriminating against them when you seclude them. For this reason, such an idea should wait until other chronic patients are included in the clubs. (Pharmacist)

One of the participants indicated that there is a need to empower patients to disclose their status.

No. Community clubs will not be a good idea, not unless patients are empowered to disclose their status. They won’t feel comfortable to collect the medication from the community if that is not the case. (Pharmacist)

Another pharmacist also added that the implementation of community-based adherence clubs will fuel stigma as community members will know their status when they pick up the medication from a place outside the health facility.

No, Community clubs will create stigma and patients will not attend because they would not want people to know their status. (Pharmacist assistant)

**Increase defaulters**

A data capturer indicated that if the adherence clubs are implemented in community venues, there is likelihood that there would be an increase in the numbers of patients defaulting from picking up their medication. It is further justified that stigma is associated with the pickup point that will be in the communities.

No, I do not think community clubs are a good idea. They will create an increase in the number of defaulters and create stigma because patients will feel exposed. (Data capturer)

Some of the participants also raised concerns that it will be hard to trace the patients that default from their medication as the adherence clubs will be in the communities. The main
concern by one of the data capturers was around the flow of data from the community to the health facilities. The major worry was the turnaround time from the time the patient misses the appointment date and the information gets to be captured in the tier.net system (a data capturing system that allows for monitoring and evaluation of patient records).

No. Community clubs will not be a good idea because it will be hard for us to keep track of (ART treatment) defaulters. (Data capturer)

A pharmacist also reiterated that the implementation of the clubs might translate to a high defaulter rate.

No, I do not think community clubs are a good idea they will result in high defaulter rates. (Pharmacist assistant)

Limited patient participation in treatment adherence was one of the factors cited by a respondent. A pharmacist perceived that patients are currently not actively participating in their medication adherence plans, and they are not actively involved in making decisions. The respondent also indicated that the health facility will be in a position to provide a holistic service to the points.

No, I do not think community clubs are a good idea based on the fact that there is a severe lack of patient’s participation in adherence. A facility provides a holistic service provision point. (Pharmacist)

**Discussion**

This study sought to establish perceived challenges in the movement of adherence clubs from the health facilities to the community-based venues. To our knowledge, it is the first study to explore the perceptions of health facility staff in the transitioning of health facility-based adherence clubs to community-based venues (such as churches, schools, libraries and homes) in South Africa. Key informant interviews have allowed for an in-depth understanding of the perception of the health care workers. Subtleties and complexities about the transition to the community-based clubs were unearthed, which would otherwise have been missed if a positivist enquiry had been adopted.

The study showed that the establishment of the community-based clubs will likely benefit the patients and the health system. The health care workers indicated that the benefits of transitioning clubs from the health facility to the community-based venues include the reduction in the waiting time at the health facilities, reduction in defaulter rate, improvement in adherence to treatment and a reduction in stigma level. The community-based venues will also serve as a convenient site for collection of medication. In some studies, patients have indicated that the benefits of community-based adherence clubs are the reduction of time and costly transportation fees associated with frequent clinic visits.5,19

In contrast, some health workers had concerns such as the transportation of the medication from the health facility of the prepacking centers to the community-based distribution sites. One of the major fears stated by most pharmacy personnel was on security related to the theft of ART medication. Studies have shown that ART medication is used as an ingredient in the formation of “Nyaope”, a well-known addictive drug.25

The concerns of individuals who do not favor the implementation of the community-based adherence clubs were logistical and patient based. The logistical problems were the security of the areas where medication will be distributed, storage conditions of the medication and transportation of the prepacked medication to the distribution sites. This has been inconsistent as some of the participants indicated that the implementation of community-based adherence clubs was not a great idea due to the possibility of an increase in defaulters and loss to follow-up. Contrary to a previous study which found that implementing community-based adherence clubs results in a 35% reduction in mortality and a 37% reduction in loss to follow-up when compared with those not attending adherence clubs.5

The use of a qualitative approach provided an opportunity to have an in-depth exploration of the issues around implementation of treatment adherence and perceptions of the transition. Unravelling these issues would not have been possible with a quantitative approach. Although this may affect generalizability of the results, qualitative studies tend to provide a detailed information to understand people’s behavior of why certain programs are easily acceptable than others, if not the identification of factors influencing nonacceptability. The research involved health worker perceptions, an account of the acceptability of community-based clubs from the health system perspectives, and these might be driven by subjectivity. In addition, the degree of consistency in responses provided by participants is reassuring and/or might affect the reliability of the study results.

The study will inform the processes and planning involved in the decanting of health facility clubs. Consultation and consent need to be sought from patients prior to sending them to the communities. With regard to future research, there needs to be an in-depth analysis between linking to the central dispensing unit to deliver medication and validation of community club registers by health facilities. Furthermore, researchers should also consider further research on the
identification of secure venues, which are closer to the patient homes. There is a need to establish a working relationship with the health facilities that will lead to adoption and validation of the adherence club registers used in communities. For ease of entry and establishment of the adherence clubs at a community level, there is a need to build a relationship with community structures such as ward counselors, community-based organizations and ward-based outreach teams.

The major limitation of the research methodology has been that rigor was difficult to maintain, assess and demonstrate. Thus, experienced research conducting the key informant interviews is needed. This research was also not directly involved in the day-to-day program implementation. Future research should look at the perceptions of adherence club patients.

Conclusion

The transitioning clubs from the health facility to the community venues will be beneficial to the patient and the health system in general. However, there is a need to take precautionary measures so as to ensure that the patients received quality services and stay adherent to medication even when they received their medication from the community venue.
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